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About KFC project1.

The KFC - Knowledge For Career project was
developed and written by young people aged 16-17 with
the support of youth workers. 3 countries participated

in the project: Estonia, Latvia, Bulgaria and it was
organised from March 2021 to April 2022.

 
The main goal is to increase practical and theoretical

knowledge among youngsters in the field of career,
thanks to which they can be competitive on the

Estonian, Bulgarian and Latvian labour markets, which
will allow them to choose the career path most

preferable for them, further to let them express their
thoughts and opinion about career education at

schools and make suggestions in an open dialog with
decision-makers.

 



Three organisations from three
countries took part in the project:

 

Estonia - YouthClubActive
Latvia - Latvijas jauniesu attistibas centrs 

Bulgaria - Sdruzhenie Alternativi
International

 

 

1.1. Project participants



The Youth Club Active team
recruited 33 participants in grades

9-11 from 12 different schools in
Tallinn and Maardu to the project.

 
 Age of participants 14-18 years. 
90% of the participants had not

previously taken any career courses
or career development programs.

31 participants participated in 50%
or more of the 12 meetings.

 

Estonia:



Latvijas Jauniešu Attīstības Centrs managed to
include in the KFC local meetings Latvian

young people aged 15 to 20 from 7th to 12th
grade, mostly from Valmiera municipality and

its districts - Liepa, Priekuli, Cesis, etc. 
 

Since several of the meetings were held
online, young people from other regions
of Latvia, including the capital Riga, also

took part in them. 
 
 

Most of the participants had not previously
taken any career courses or career

development programmes. The total number
of participants in the meetings was 28, who
took part in 50% or more of the activities.
There were also a few additional young

people who joined only for a few meetings.

 

Latvia:



Alternativi International managed to include young
people aged 14 to 18 years old, mostly from the

Blagoevgrad region and rural areas-Razlog, Bansko,
Banya, Kocherinovo.

 

 As most of the activities were online there were
also some young people from further regions such

as Varna, Sofia and Veliko Tarnovo, again high
school students. Most of the students did not have
any previous career course or career development

programs. Some of the participants were also
from the Roma minority group. 

 
 

The total number of participants included in the
program was 25/who participated in 50% or more
of all activities/. There were also few extra young
people aged 19-20 years old who joined only few

meetings of their voice-Erasmus+ and other
mobilities workshop, the Job interview simulation and

on spot meetings we had.

 

Bulgaria:



1.2. Main topics of the
meetings/program

In each of the countries, 10-12 meetings were held with
participants, the topics of the meetings were determined by
each organisation based on the needs of their participants:

 
 

Better self-understanding including interests, talents, passions, dream careers
Modern job market requirements
CV and motivation letter writing
Behaving during a job interview
Being a professional HR, career coach and expert, trainer, ex volunteer or
young entrepreneur 
Different opportunities, supporting education, mobility and entrepreneurship
that could give them extra tools and ways for self-development and acquiring
skills
Communication
Digital competence
Organising the events
Social and civic competences
Understanding of Bulgarian system of educations and application process
Understanding of supporting career system for youth in Bulgaria
European program for mobilities and education such as Erasmus+, ESC,
Erasmus for young entrepreneurs
Job application process
Positioning yourself in modern professions and careers
Understanding personal talents, strengths, weaknesses, characteristics 
Learning to learn competences
Experiment with different learning styles to find the best that suits better
Identification own learning goals, to set learning results and outcomes 
Career development sites, resources and situation in Bulgaria 
Modern job market-needed skills, competences and knowledge
Self-promotion

Bulgaria:



Digital tools 
Estonian Unemployment Office. Situation on Estonian labour market
“Jobs 2030”
Our brain and how we learn
Study opportunities abroad
Media literacy and cybersecurity
Finding information on the net
Fake news and media literacy
Your avatar in social media
Working contracts and what legal rights youth have
CV making and getting a job
Unemployment among youngsters
Legal entities and basics of business
Student loans and budget
Simulation game "Create your start-up"
Simulation game "Life"
Job shadow
Letter to the future
Southwestern Advantage programme
 ERASMUS+

Digital tools 
Market of qualities 
Sell your talent 
Youthpass for your career 
What is a youth exchange 
Career Kilometre 
What do you do is not what you do 
Your CV and Motivation Letter 
Job interview with theatre methods
What I will be when I grow up!

  

8 key competencies
Self-reflection
Emotions
Skills. What skills I have
Local universities and how to apply

Estonia:
 

Latvia:
 



1.3. Project risks
During the project, each country faced certain risks:

 
Based on that a lot of different and new for each of the partners

situations appeared and we needed to act fast and smart. First of
all the main problem was finding participants to join the 10

meetings dur to the fact that most of the meetings held by us are
online so after the 3-4 meeting it was quite challenging to have all

of the members on board as the sessions and the information
provided gets very long and young people are not so willing to
participate fully for longer period of time especially taking into

consideration that  they have also studied at school online.
After that the other challenge was to bring everyone together on
the last meetings because some people were getting infected by
COVID-19, some of them were scared to have physical meetings.

 
Apart from that during the summer of 2021 everyone was

recovering work that was on hold during the winter session we at
some point we were extremely busy with different activities and it
was quite complicated also for the managing  team from Bulgaria
to stay focus also with the activities but overall I believe we have

accomplished the required. 
 

Bulgaria:



Estonia:
 

Key action 2 is a long-term project, that is why it was very important for us to
manage all possible risks to be ready to solve them.

First of all it was scary to pick up participants, because according to the
pandemic situation youngsters in Estonia prefer mostly to sit at home and
chill.We tried to predict it, so we began a registration more than a month

before the start of 10 meetings. 
 

We used all resources to promote the project and motivate participants to
do it actively. Finally we received so many applications that we had to select

the best ones. Nevertheless, we took more participants than we originally
planned.

The second major risk was the inability to hold live meetings. We were ready
for this, so we purchased a licensed Zoom account, and carried out

preparatory work to provide more comfort for online training sessions.
Despite the comfort, it was difficult for young people to sit in front of

monitors for several hours. We have foreseen this too. Every 1-1.5 hours, the
guys from the initiative group saw off movable energizers that helped to

"breathe out" and relax.
 
 
 

It was important for us - the activity and involvement of each participant,
for this, in addition to theoretical knowledge, we also actively took

feedback from the bottom and used various online applications to track
their mood and well-being.

In addition to communicating with the guys during the training sessions,
we also organised a meeting with each participant in order to get to

know him or her better, invite them to the organisation, help with some
difficulties and inspire them to actively participate.

 
 



Thanks to accurate planning and risk consideration it was possible to carry out this
project successfully.

As it was said above, most of the activities took place online, because there were
restrictions in Latvia until the middle of the summer that prevented them from

meeting in groups.
Young people participated in the process by addressing time and motivating

each other to engage. Young people created motivational kahoots and
energizers for activities. Young people experienced in the projects ran group

classes online and helped others. This was the first online project for all, so both
young people and leaders learned.

 

Latvia:

 The career program is designed so that young people can discover their talents
and have reflections to discover talents they don't consider as such.

Young people certainly gained a wider view, what talents and qualities and how
to use them for their own good. And gained practical knowledge of projects,

different professions, and how to spend spare time actively. As well as one of the
biggest gains, young people mentioned learning to write better CV and

motivational letters, their meaning and facing their weaknesses in a variety of
tasks when they needed t exit their comfort zone. The methods are added to

another Word document.
Process was complicated because young people in high school go to the nearest

cities and leave the village of Liepa, ending up at a different time, and in different
cities there were different Covid restrictions and training times.

 

Participating in Key Action 2 is a big responsibility, as there are various risks
involved in such projects. Specifically in this project, one of the risks was the

involvement of the participants, given the current situation with the pandemic and
security.Considering the above, it was necessary to create conditions for the

participants that would be equally useful and interesting for all.
Another risk was the impossibility of holding offline meetings, and of holding most

meetings online. These stationary meetings would not be conducive to active
engagement, so we held various energizers. In addition, various interactive tools

were used to help increase interest among the attendees.
Preparatory work was an important step in the implementation of this project



1.4. Project results
As a result of the meetings held, each organisation achieved

its project results:
 

Estonia:
 Participants got new skills and knowledge in different fields such as:

Erasmus+
8 key competences 
Estonian unemployment office
Estonian labour market
Future professions and jobs
The work of brain
Successful process of studies
Self-reflection and analysing personal advantages and disadvantages
Emotions and its control
University’s system (universities in Estonia and abroad, studying programs,
grades and applications).
Employment and job contracts
Study, working and volunteer programs
Basic business education
Kinds of legal entities
Student loans
Public and social media using
Looking for important information online
Writing CV and motivation letter
Preparing for job interview
Personal budget management
Job Shadow
Making own StartUp
Tryed life path since school till e
mployment to dream job
Goal setting for 6 month time
 Creating and analysing personal avatar in the internet



Latvia:
 Digital tools used during the meetings and already use them in their own

activities
Self-evaluation and self-analyse qualities for future career
Youthpass and how to use it for job applications and studies
Erasmus+ Programme, its objectives, and different kinds of activities
Playing and using simulation games in order of better self-understand and
looking for the right flow of the future career
Writing own CV and Motivation Letter with new trends of 2021-2022, including
the current pandemic crisis
Job interview, how it looks and the importance of its practice 
Self-promotion 

Bulgaria :
Better self-understanding including interests, talents, passions, dream careers
Modern job market requirements
CV and motivation letter writing
Behaving during a job interview
Being a professional HR, career coach and expert, trainer, ex volunteer or young
entrepreneur 
Different opportunities, supporting education, mobility and entrepreneurship that
could give them extra tools and ways for self-development and acquiring skills
Understanding of Bulgarian system of educations and application process
Understanding of supporting career system for youth in Bulgaria
European program for mobilities and education such as Erasmus+, ESC, Erasmus for
young entrepreneurs
Positioning yourself in modern professions and careers
Understanding personal talents, strengths, weaknesses, characteristics 
Learning to learn competences
Experiment with different learning styles to find the best that suits better
Identification own learning goals, to set learning results and outcomes 
Career development sites, resources and situation in Bulgaria 
Modern job market-needed skills, competences and knowledge
Self-promotion
Job application process



2. Methods 
Estonia:

 
Format: Offline
Equipment: Computer or phone with Internet access, paper, pens, pencils /
markers. You can also provide additional materials of your choice. Experts and
investors (read below)
Game rules:
Participants are divided into teams (no more than 6 people in each) and go to
different rooms. (each room should have the same materials). The event lasts
from 2 to 4 hours. The participants are given a task - during the game time they
need to sell their Startup (this can be either an idea about creating a particular
item / technology / service, or an idea about some kind of digital content).
Throughout the playing time, teams can use the help of "experts" (this can be a
specialist who will help draw up a business plan or budget, a marketing plan or
tell you how to write a project). The organiser of the event decides the number
and profile of specialists himself.
In a separate room there are so-called. "investors" are the people with whom the
teams must sign a contract = sell the Startup (this can happen at any time during
the game). To do this, the team must present their idea to the "investors" in an
appropriate way. Investors may have questions or requests (for example, create
a marketing plan for a future product) and they send a team to finalise their
idea. The game ends with the elapsed time. 
Wins - each team that 
signed the contract.

1) StartUp (14+)



BONUS: the received ideas can be seriously developed and write a
project / create an organisation to support and implement a youth
initiative. After the game, it is important to talk with the participants
about how their work went. Tell them about the roles in the team, the
dynamics of the group and ask about their feelings.



2) Letter to the future (12+) 
Format: Online/offline
Equipment: computer or paper and pens
Game rules:
This method focuses on self-reflection and goal setting. Firstly, you have to
create an atmosphere for the participants so that they can focus on
themselves, think about what he or she really wants. In free form, each of
them writes a letter on paper or on a computer for himself. In a letter, you
can share the events that surround you, plans and dreams, joys and sorrows.
This letter is sealed until a prearranged date x.

NO ONE READS IT.
When the time comes to day X - the participant is sent or given his / her
letter, reading which he can independently analyze the past period of time.
A format is also allowed in which each participant can, sitting in a circle,
briefly share their feelings from what they read.

3) Career stairs (12+)
Format: Online/offline
Equipment: according to given tasks
Game rules:
PREPARATION
Think in advance what "levels" (they are positions) will be on your career
stairs. Prepare tasks during which the participants will "climb" up the career
stairs.
CARRYING OUT
Divide the participants into groups of 3-4 people, and then simultaneously
give them the first task. Then, as the teams complete these tasks, let's move
on to the next ones, along the way informing everyone who is at what level.
The game ends when one of the teams "passed" the entire stairs and took
the post of head of the company.
An example of stairs: stazhoot - cleaner - assistant - manager - department
manager - HR agent - deputy director - head of the company. It would be
nice if the tasks will somehow be connected to positions that participants
will achieve after completing.



Format: Offline
Equipment: Computer or phone with Internet access, paper, pens,
pencils / markers. You can also provide additional materials of your
choice. Experts and investors (read below)
Station tasks are required, more details and examples can be found in
the rules of the game below.

Game rules:
Simulation game life gives you the opportunity to simulate the steps of
students from the last days of school, graduation, choosing a life path,
entering the university, pumping skills, to filling in the CV and passing the
interview for the desired position. 

The game begins with the period of schooling. You can organise, for
example, 2 lessons on a topic that is interesting to the audience. For
example, writing a resume and public speaking.
Resume writing and creative resume. Knowledge gained: what is a
resume for, how to write one, where to publish it, what is a creative
resume, how to write a creative resume.
Public speaking and improvisation. Knowledge gained: we analyse how
our body reacts to stress, practical tricks for public speaking, what
improvisation is, we improve improvisation by pumping the ability to
convince / sell, how to behave in an interview.

4) “Life” (14+)



This is followed by an exam, formally created based on the lessons
learned. After passing the exam, players receive a grade and go to
the "next stage of life" - graduation.
Graduation is an exclusively entertaining stage: dancing, music,
photography, but it is very important to live it!
After graduation, participants have the opportunity to go to
upgrade their skills in 8 key competencies (entering the university) or
join the army and upgrade physical skills.
Each profession has a required number of key and physical skills.
You can find out about available professions and the necessary
skills at the Unemployment office, where they also help to compose
a CV and prepare for an interview.
After obtaining the required number of skills, the participants go to
the interview station, where they present themselves and try to get
the desired job.

Station information:
8 key competencies - each station has its own tasks, by completing
which the participant pumps his competency. some stations can be
combined and completing one task can pump several competencies
at once. The complexity and number of acquired competencies can
be adjusted as necessary depending on the complexity and
dynamics of the game.



Competency Stations: 
Communicating in one's native language - for example, remembering
and reciting a verse; from these 10 words you need to make an
interesting story on a given topic.
Communication in foreign languages   - for example, tell about yourself
in a foreign language.
Mathematical literacy and basic competencies in science and
technology - for example, logical problems
Computer literacy - for example, using some application to translate
text.
Ability to learn independently - for example, some topic is given, you
need to read it and answer questions
Social and civic competences - for example, human rights and
categories are given. It is necessary to substitute each right to the
corresponding category.
A sense of innovation and entrepreneurship - for example, come up
with 20 uses for a pen.
Awareness and the ability to express oneself in the cultural sphere -
for example, photographs of famous writers are given, their names are
given on separate sheets. It is necessary to arrange the names and
portraits together.



Army station:
At the station, tasks with physical exercises are given, upon completion
of them, they receive one mark of physical skill in their diploma with
competencies and skills. Participants can complete tasks several times,
it is good to give different tasks.
 

Station Unemployment office:
At the Unemployment office station, participants can get acquainted
with open vacancies on the market, the required number of
competencies and physical data.
Each profession has its own description and requirements.
Also, a career consultant can help/advise how to properly compose a
CV for a particular profession and prepare a participant for an
interview.

Interview station:
At this station, the participant comes with his diploma of skills and
physical data, CV. The participant is interviewed, the interviewer can
change the requirements (increase, decrease as necessary and the
dynamics of the game). If a participant gets the desired position, it may
disappear from the labour market. New vacancies may also appear.

Game over:
A zone where feedback is given on the game, acquired skills, emotions
are shared, participants wait until all other players finish the game.



5) Job energizer (8+)
Format: Online/offline
Equipment: switched on camera (if it is made in online format)
Game rules:
The organiser starts the game. He names some profession and
shows the movement characteristic of people in this profession
(for example, "programmer" - presses the keys of the keyboard
with his fingers). Everyone else at this time is repeating. Then the
host chooses one of the participants and passes the move to him.
The participant does the same, but with a different profession,
subsequently passing the move on. The game ends when all
participants have been in the role of the host or at the discretion
of the organiser.



Latvia:
 1) Youthpass competences for career (10+)

Format: Online/offline 
Equipment: Paper, Jamboard, Mentimeter
Game rules:
Step 1: Participants are divided into 4 groups. Trainer gives each
group a small description of the project to read. Description consists
of its own project with real results (As an example, there can be
projects from different organisations that have already taken place).
In the same time at the Jambord 8 pages are presented for each of
the competencies and working in groups, participants should be
tasked to describe how they had understood the competencies of
youthpass from a project perspective.
Step 2: After completing the task, there should be a joint discussion
about how to use the Youthpass competences in everyday work - at
school, in their free time, etc. In such a conversation, young people
can create some more examples of Youthpass competences, which
were previously presented on the Jamboard pages.
Step 3: At the end, the participants give an assessment in the
Mentimeter app of the competencies and say how they liked the
lesson, whether it could be useful in the future and whether they
want to participate in future projects.



2) Erasmus projects for career development (10+)
Format: Online
Equipment: No
Game rules: 
Step 1: Young people who have participated in Erasmus projects
before are invited to take part in this event. This is also effective if
most of the participants have not participated in projects before.
Step 2: The next step is to discuss the project and its phases. For
example, a project was carried out in Latvia with 4 countries, the
main idea of which was an intergenerational dialogue, where young
people met elders of different organisations at different events and
went to a home for the elderly.
Step 3: Young people who have already been involved in projects
can also share the experience of a poor quality project they have
encountered before. 
Step 4: Towards the end, there is a question and answer block with
advice on how to choose the right project to go to.



3) Career kilometre (10+)
Format: Offline
Equipment: Bingo paper pages

Game rules: 
Step 1: The method of this meeting is designed to provide an
additional activity to one of the outdoor events during which young
people go on a field trip together with different professionals and
get an non-formal introduction to different professions. As an
example from experience, a social worker, entrepreneur and owner
of a social enterprise, actor, radio presenter, teacher, engineer,
logistician, construction worker, nurse, blogger can be invited to
such an outing for young people.
Step 2: At the same time, young people are given bingo paper
sheets with different symbols that are not related to nature - young
people are asked to find an association of symbols - and after
making/finding an association, think of the professions associated
with that association. Activities are formed outside and in small
groups, as allowed in epidemiological settings.

Bingo paper page: 

OR

SCAN QR-CODE



4) CV and Motivation letter (10+)
Format: Online/offline
Equipment: No
Game rules:
Step 1: The trainer invites participants to the session either in groups
or individually. The trainer starts with about 1 hour to analyse and
create a good CV and motivation letter - what is best to put in,
what is not. With good and not so good examples. The importance
of a motivation letter is explained, how to write one and how to
make it easy! You can also include a suitable youtube video.
Step 2: In the second part of the lesson, the trainer hands out a
non-standard CV, with lots of mistakes and good examples. The
young people, in a group or individually, have to analyse the
mistakes in the CV and correct them so that the CV is suitable for
submission.The young people are given 30 minutes to correct the
mistakes and make their own version of the assigned CV.
Step 3: Each group presents the work done to their trainer. All
groups intentionally create the same CV as each group has a
different vision and each group corrects their mistakes differently,
thereby allowing others to see other options for improving the CV.
Step 4: In the following process, the trainer finds one real job
vacancy for each group, this time different for each group, and
gives the young people 15 minutes to consult and argue whether this
CV is or is not suitable to present in connection with the job.
According to the reasoning, the young people are given the task of
creating a motivation letter in 40 minutes to complete their
improved CV.
Step 5: The work is followed by a discussion and presentation of the
motivation letter.



Bulgaria :
1) Strengths and Weaknesses (14+)
Format: Online/Offline
Equipment: Paper, pens, blackboard and chalk or flipchart and
markers
Game rules:
This scenario focuses on one aspect of self-knowledge – the
strengths and weaknesses of a person. We understand strengths as
internal factors which are advantages and positive characteristics of
a given person. 
There are three main elements which constitute strengths: talents,
knowledge and skills. The opposite of a strength is a weakness – an
aspect of one‘s personality, habits etc. which obstructs achieving
one‘s goals. While it is obvious that we all have our weaknesses, it is
the most important to focus on one‘s strengths when planning a
career. 
They are the factors that lead to professional success. Thus, it is
crucial that a young person is aware of his or her own advantages
and knows how to use them effectively.

Step 1 Introduction

Step 2 Ask the students what can be a person’s strength. The
students can use their own experiences. Remember to avoid
judgement. Together, create a definition of a strength. Write all the
ideas down on the board/flipchart (keep the definition in view until
the end of the class). It would be useful to include the elements
listed in the introduction to this scenario in your definition.
Remember that something that causes harm to others should not be
considered a strength.



Step 3 Ask each of the participants to take a piece of paper/write
down on laptop/phone if offline and draw an animal they identify
with (one that has similar strengths as they do). Tell them that they
shouldn’t tell others what they are drawing. The drawings should be
anonymous – nothing should be written on them. When the drawings
are ready the students fold their sheets of paper, so that the
drawings will be invisible, and pass them to the facilitator.

Each of the students picks one of the drawings at random (other than
their own). They then proceed to write five strengths of the animal in
the drawing they chose. They pass the drawings back to the
facilitator who shows the pictures and reads out loud the
characteristics written on them. Encourage the participants to
expand each of the lists.
Debriefing Explain and clarify them, show their wider context Then,
discuss the exercise: What has surprised you? Encourage the students
to share their thoughts. Don’t judge the drawings. The pictures can be
schematic. Keep in mind that not all students are gifted with artistic
talent. 
Plenary discussion-point the participants` attention to the question
whether they have been talking about their strengths or likes and
interests. Use that as a starting point for a discussion on whether the
things that we like doing are always strengths and vice versa. 
To sum up the exercise, ask the participants what was the most
difficult thing about this exercise. Did they name any strengths shared
by the entire group? If they did, read those strengths out loud again.
Point their attention to the fact that members of the groups inspire
one another when listing strengths: highlight the situations in which an
example given by the participants gave new ideas to the others.



2) My Portrait (13+)
Format: Offline
Equipment: Blackboard, test, pens, handout (below)
Game rules: 
The facilitator asks each student to write down his / her name on the
sheet of paper and the 5 qualities that the students are proud of, like the
best subjects they are good at. After that, participants have to find a
partner for themselves (a friend from the left or right to get less
confusion). A friend has to think and try to guess three features, things or
subjects which distinguish the other members of the group, and write
them down on a friend's page. Subsequently, the facilitator distributes
leaflets to pupils, in which various features are listed (Handout). Also,
personality qualities can be written on a board if the facilitator does not
have the ability to print or copy the attachments for each student. The
teacher asks students to choose the four qualities they think best
describe them and write them down under their portrait, as well as select
the four properties from the list to be written by a friend. Encouraging a
discussion about how we are perceived by others, whether they always
see us as we see ourselves, 
why sometimes our 
self-image perception differs
from how we perceive others, 
why it is important for us to
please others, and what it 
means to be ourselves.

Handout



3) Take me to Job (14+)
Format: Online/offline
Equipment: Pens, A4 paper, job description leaflets
Game rules:  In this activity we will use simulation exercises for
the job interview process. If offline we will need materials such as
pens, papers, and prepared forms with job description and
company description. The participants will have individual time to
prepare for the job interview in the concrete company and job
given-to prepare a CV and motivation letter according to the job
and company given. Then there will be a simulation of the job
interview process. If possible it is really useful to involve
experience in recruiting and HR or person to give more valuable
feedback and tips for participants. Each participant will have
approx 15 minutes for the interview and will be asked real
questions. There will be individual feedback after each interview
and plenary debriefing for common mistakes during job interview,
tips and tricks, some good practices shared for how to write a
really good CV and motivation letter and extra resources shared. 
If you organise the activity in an online environment you can give
more time to participants to prepare and suggest some digital
tools to enhance their CV and motivation letter. 



3. Conclusion
 

This project is a good example of how a youth initiative,
together with the support of youth workers and the Erasmus +

program, can allow the creation and implementation of an
non-formal project on such an important topic as choosing a

career, study and further life path.
 

Most of the participants came with little or no knowledge
about career choices and how to move forward after high

school. Career lessons at school, unfortunately, did not give
them an answer to these questions.

Through non-formal methods, the project participants were
able to get answers to many of their questions in an easy,

accessible and playful way, this can be seen from the videos
that were made with the participants before the project and

after the project.
 

Thanks to this project and the cooperation of youth workers,
specialists and project participants, it was possible to create
this booklet with some ready-made methods that can be used
in career education. All topics that were covered during the

project came directly from the requests of the participants and
can be taken as the basis of a career training program.

 



Our social networks:
KFC in Facebook - Knowledge for Career 
facebook.com/knowledgeforcareer

KFC in Instagram - Knowledge for Career 
instagram.com/knowledgeforcareer

Videos:       Estonia            Latvia          Bulgaria

Organisations:

4. Links to videos and organizers
 

Estonia
Youth Club Active

Latvia
Latvijas jauniesu
attistibas centrs

 

Bulgaria
Sdruzhenie Alternativi

International

Links to useful resources related to the topic of career, education
can be viewed by this QR code:

https://www.facebook.com/knowledgeforcareer
https://www.instagram.com/knowledgeforcareer/

